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Spring has sprung
By Ed Burgess

The club will meet this 
Wednesday,  
as usual at the 
Leavenworth Public 
Library.  

We had a vacu-form 
demo scheduled, but 
life intervened, and 
Andy will not be able to 
come.  

Instead, Gary Ruhnke 
will show us a sculpting 
product.  See below.

As usual, the rest of the 
time will be spent 
examining each other’s 

models, so bring 
something.  I’ll have 
that partly assembled 
T-38 Russian scout 
tank by Eastern 
Express.  I’ve done a 
little upgrading to make 
it at least vaguely 
consistent with reality, 
something that Eastern 
Express never quite 
got....

 Whatever you are 
working on is fine, or a 
blast from the past will 
be of interest otherwise.  
Just be prepared to 

explain your technique, 
if any.  

JW Dirkse offers us a 
fine article on creating 
decals for aircraft.  As 
you’ll see, research is 
crucial, and a little 
experience with fonts 
goes a long way.

BTW, it is past time to 
make hotel reservations 
for Nationals.  
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Gary Ruhnke will present working with Kneadatite two part putty at our May 
meeting. Gary, a Macintosh artist and systems coordinator has been building 
models for over 35 years, and he has won awards at both the IPMS local and 
National Convention level. Ruhnke uses Kneadatite Putty — a very high quality 
two part sculpting putty — for all kinds of work. One technique, he explains, is to 
roll out the mixed putty on wax paper into very thin layers. He then cuts pieces 
that he adds to figures to change the clothing of the figure. Of course, he can use 
it for a seam filler putty as well. He suggests that Kneadatite should be stored in 
the freezer. The putty will stay usable without drying out, for a much longer 
period, in the freezer.

Like the demo on Aves Clayshay last month, Kneadatite is a product that some of 
our members may not be familiar with. But top modelers have been using it for 
years. So be sure to attend our meeting, as Ruhnke’s presentation will be very 
informative. 

Our originally scheduled demonstration for the 18 May chapter meeting was to 
be Andy Prawitz on vacu-forming. Unfortunately, Andy is in a job training program 
at the present. So we will have to reschedule Andy’s demo for sometime in the 
future. 

Reported by Rick Brownlee

Kneadatite Putty



Making and Printing Custom Decals at Home

JW Dirkse

What do you do when the kit decals are missing or don’t accurately represent the model in 
the box?  You can look for aftermarket decals, raid the spares box or try making and printing 
custom decals at home.  I was recently faced with the choice when the 1/72 Typhoon IB kit 
decals represented a later version of the aircraft and two 1/48 helicopters which were on the 
bench did not have decals at all.  I decided to make my own decals.

The first step was to find reference material with pictures of the actual aircraft.  I quickly 
found some high quality pictures of a Hawker Typhoon IB serial number MN180.  This 
aircraft fell into the correct serial number range which had the older smaller tail, three bladed 
propeller and new bubbletop canopy.  The picture represented a new aircraft departing the 
factory while other research indicated this aircraft carried squadron codes SF-Q when 
assigned to 137 Squadron four months later.  For the Typhoon I needed to make the six inch 
serial numbers “MN180” and the 24 inch SF-Q squadron and aircraft codes in 1/72 scale.

Hawker Typhoon Ib MN180 at the Gloster factory at Hucclecote, Gloucestershire, 10th 
January 1944. This Typhoon went on to serve with 56 Squadron and later 137 
Squadron, with whom it finished it's days with a forced landing at Predannack, 
Cornwall after the engine cut whilst in the circuit after fuel starvation on 27 April 
1944.  Crash reports indicate the aircraft was coded SF-Q while assigned to the 137 
Squadron.

The OH-58C and UH-1H helicopter kits did not have decals with them. These were out of 
production ESCI kits and so old that the decals would probably have been unusable even if 
they were in the kit.  With the helicopters I struck pay dirt when I found an Army Technical 
Manual (TM), TM 55-1500-345-23 PAINTING AND MARKING OF ARMY 
AIRCRAFT on the internet.



This manual contained a wealth of information including the size, 
location, and wording of aircraft stencils for both helicopters.  The table 
extract below provides an example of the information available in the 
TM.  In this case item 41 specifies that the UNITED STATES ARMY stencil 
on the tail boom will be in 6 inch letters.  I concentrated primarily on 
stencils that were 1.5 inches or larger.

Extract from TM 55-1500-345-23 PAINTING AND MARKING OF ARMY AIRCRAFT

Photographs of the helicopter provided additional information on the rotor paint scheme, 
exhaust stack detail and aircraft serial numbers.

OH-58C Serial Number 20771

The decals I needed for the helicopters included the aircraft serial number, data stencil, 
“United States Army” on the tail boom and the tail rotor warning arrows.  These were all 
flat black stencils which simplified the process.  Since the decals I was making included 
more than just text, I decided to use PowerPoint (PPT) instead of Word for the project.

Using the reference material described earlier, it was relatively easy to type the required 
text or copy and paste text from the TM.  Unfortunately, the fonts for RAF codes and 
Army block lettering are not in the standard Microsoft Office font library.  A quick 
internet search pulled up references to the military simulation community which creates 
and paints skins for aircraft computer simulations.  I found numerous fonts in TTF 
format which can be downloaded for free and saved to the desktop.  http://
www.bobsyouruncle.net/font-types.htm

http://www.bobsyouruncle.net/font-types.htm
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To add the new fonts to your computer click “Start” then “Control Panel” and finally 
“Fonts”.  Drag and drop the desired fonts you saved to the desktop into the “fonts” panel.  
I used the font “RAF WW2 851ATH” for the Typhoon serial numbers and USAAF Code 
for the helicopters.  

Examples of military fonts which can be added to your computer font library

After selecting the font, the next step was to size and space the lettering to the appropriate 
scale.  Turn on the rulers and gridlines in PowerPoint by going to the “View” menu and 
turning on rulers and gridlines.  The rulers and gridlines provide a ready reference for 
size.  Using some basic math I determined for 1/72 scale the six inch serial numbers are 
1/12 inches tall decals and the 24 inch squadron codes are 1/3 inch decals.  This worked 
out neatly to a font size of 6 and 24 respectively for the “RAF WW2 851ATH” font.  The 
squadron codes were painted in a RAF color called Sky Type S.  To correctly color the 
squadron codes I turned to 

http://www.simmerspaintshop.com/page-RGB-colors-UK.html which 
provides the correct RGB colors for the computer.  To input the color, highlight the text 
which you desire to color, click “font color” in the toolbar, click “more options”, click the 
“custom” tab and then enter the Red/Green/Blue numbers for the desired color.

The helicopters are both 1/48 scale so the six inch serial numbers are 1/8 inch tall decals.  
This worked out to a font size of 12.5 in the USAAF Code font for six inch letters.  The 
letter spacing in this font originally looked too close together so I changed the spacing 
from 1.0 to 1.2.  You can do this by right clicking the text, selecting “font” and then 
“character spacing”.  Additional stencils for the 1/48 helicopters were made using the 
basic rule of thumb that every inch in height required two font points.  For example 1 
inch stencils are 2 font, 1.5 inch stencils 3 font, etc.  Finally, I drew the arrows for the tail 
rotor warning stencils based on the dimensions specified in the TM.  These are easily 
drawn in PowerPoint using the rulers and gridlines as guides.  I also added some NO 

http://www.simmerspaintshop.com/page-RGB-colors-UK.html
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STEP stencils and drew 2 inch wide straight black lines which I can cut to length as 
needed.

Printing the draft decals on regular paper provided a way to verify that the height and 
spacing fit the model before final production.  After passing the final check simple print 
the decals on a laser printer and apply them as usual to the model.

Custom decal sheet

This project was completed printing black lettering on clear decal paper.  I plan to 
experiment with gray and yellow lettering to determine if the base color bleeds through 
the decal.  While I’ve made decals for aircraft models, the technique is also applicable 
to armor especially when developing custom markings.
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Calendar
Upcoming club meetings: 

18 May -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7pm
15 June -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7pm
20 July -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7pm
17 August -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7pm

Be sure to look at the IPMS web page for a comprehensive list of upcoming IPMS contests.  
Our September contest is on the IPMS calendar.  It is listed in KCAMPS, thanks to Rob 
Feehan.  Also Cybermodeler Online, thanks to Michael Benolkin.

Next Saturday, 21 May, is the 4th Annual Bob Palmer Classic Model Show and Contest at the 
Zablocki VA Hospital in Milwaukee. The show is free to enter and attend.  Zabloki Veterans 
Admin Medical Ctr, , 5000 W. National Ave., Milwaukee, WI.  Registration 9:00AM – 12, judging 
1-3.  Modified Chicago System.

 IPMS/USA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
August 3-6, 2011

IPMS Nationals will be in Omaha this year.  I’d really like to see us make a good showing there.  
The web site is up, and you can make hotel reservations now.   I’d recommend making 
reservations sooner rather than later.  The Nationals lead organizer spoke at the WCMO show, 
and emphasized that the hotels are filling up.  Of course there are other hotels in Omaha, but 
the two convention ones are within walking distance.

"Omaha By The Sea"
Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of Naval Aviation

http://www.ipmsusa2011.org
http://www.ipmsusa2011.org



